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Are the court actors a fraud? If so here is what to do. The Remedy for all of American is hand, and its not the election, it's up to you.

By David-William, thelibertybeacon.com from – April 15, 2016

ABA – liberty and justice. Connecticut Attorney, Simeon E. Baldwin, invited a group of 100 Attorneys from 21 states and the District of Columbia to meet on the 21st day of August of 1878, at Saratoga Springs, New York, to organize the American B.A.R. Association. Most of the men were elite corporate lawyers. Author Jethro K. Lieberman described early ABA membership: “You could become an invitee to membership if you were white, Protestant and native born, preferably with a British surname, and attended the elite law schools such as Harvard, Yale and Columbia; only then did you have a chance of prospering. Catholics, Jews, women and blacks were automatically excluded from membership. This exclusion was necessary to the elite bar’s sense of identity. Any fraternity is defined not only by whom it accepts but also by whom it excludes. The Association also pinned the stigma of immorality on the lower class of lawyers as shysters who talked, dressed and acted differently.”

In 1902 the ABA quit meeting regularly at Saratoga Springs; from that point to 1936 it met in different cities as a means to attract new members. Thus ABA membership grew to 29,008 in 1936. Other statistics demonstrated the same story. The bar went from just two sections, each with two officers, to 14 sections with 960 officers in 1935. The number of committees rose from 18 in
1902 to 27 in 1935. Membership revenues in those years increased from $8,255 to $197,877.66.

The ABA’s fight against the New Deal led more liberal attorneys to start their own society called the National Lawyers Guild. A mixture of populists, Marxists, and progressive attorneys, mostly on the East Coast, formed the guild in 1937. This move was also motivated by the fact that the ABA represented a largely elite base of lawyers associated with big business while ignoring the legal needs of the lower classes and minorities.

In 1950, the 81st Congress investigated the Lawyers Guild and determined that the B.A.R. Association is founded and run by communists under definition. Thus, any elected official that is a member of the B.A.R. will only be loyal to the B.A.R. and not the people.

And the articles continues with:

The B.A.R. Association has no Legislative Authority to have been created. They’re a private corporation. The Attornes are self appointed! They gave themselves their authority, and they’re using fraudulent Statutes. They just came in, took over, and they’re taking full advantage of the fact that no one will dig and read their real history.

THERE IS NO SUCH STATUTE IN THE STATUTES AT LARGE!!! THE B.A.R. IS A PRIVATE INDUSTRY, A PRIVATE ASSOCIATION. They’re trying to make everyone believe they have Congressional Authority, that they simply do not have.

Where in the Statutes at Large were Lawyers, most especially Crown Temple B.A.R. Attornes, ever given the authority to practice law in the courtroom? There isn’t even Legislative Authority for the International B.A.R., or the American B.A.R., the British Accreditation Registry, to be created, much less, authority to work in the courts, and to monopolize the courts. They’re a private corporation, and they issue their own union cards, which they deceptively call “Licenses.” Imagine a private Carpenter’s Union issuing their own licenses. This type of monopoly is against the Taft-Hartley Act, The Clayton Trust Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act, and the Smith Act. They’re a SELF-APPOINTED monopoly. These are foreign Agents registered under F.A.R.A.

Read more of the article at: http://www.youarelaw.org/get-a-good-attorney-read-this-first/

The American Resistance Party agrees with the YOU ARE LAW.org article above. This is one reason why the courts do not obey nor enforce the US Constitution and they especially reject the State Constitutions. The Marxist thugs (i.e. Ruth Ginsberg) of the Legal system have conquered America without a shot ever being fired.
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